
TAEKWON-DO PAINTBALL 2004

Saturday 27th March dawned a little too early for 15 members of B & CD facing the paintball
challenge. We were joined by some members from Caterham, but had obviously frightened off
students from Meopham. We met at Holmbush where we soon changed into combats – some
looking more the part than others (Jason would have made a good Army Officer!!)After cups of
tea and a full safety briefing we were ready for action.

The 1st 2 games involved sneaking into enemy camp and shooting at their gong,
which was suspended on ropes. Some people took the idea of going deep undercover
a little too seriously (Rob & Olivia) and ended up in a different game zone altogether
where they hid for the entire duration of 2 games! Not surprisingly, they didn’t see
any action! Despite missing 2 members of our team we managed to win the 1st game,
ringing the gong triumphantly. However, after changing ends for the 2nd game we
were not so lucky.

We returned to base to re fill our supplies of paint and then we were ready for action again.

The next 2 games were “Storming and Defending a Town”. Our 1st mission was to defend the
town and prevent the capture of the flag. Rounds of paint were beginning to be dispersed in an ad
hoc fashion! Our ranks diminished rapidly and a few were left to bravely defend. Some were
shot at point blank range even after they had declared themselves to be out of the game. This led
to colourful language and even more colourful bruising (didn’t it Sir?)

Unfortunately, our opposition did not share our sense of fair play, and in the re
match many of those who had been killed several times wiped their paint splats off
and continued playing.

Another visit to base and we re-loaded again with some members expanding their arsenal by
purchasing flares, smoke grenades, flash bangs and paint grenades. B & CD were up for
business!

Games 5 and 6 involved the capture of a singular flag and attempting to
infiltrate the enemy’s base camp. Ben was volunteered as flag runner and was a
fine choice! After a valiant run and a fierce gun battle, Ben was mortally

wounded 10 yards from the opposition’s base camp and the spoils of victory.



Game 6 unfolded in a similar vein, but ended in controversy with our opposition believing they
had won, despite their runner being shot several times, before “lobbing” the flag into our camp.
Sensibly, the Marshals over ruled their victory and justice prevailed.

We had now all worked up an appetite and lunch was our welcome reward. Food was basic, but
satiating. After recharging our batteries and supplies we were ready to roll.

Games 7 and 8 was on a larger playing zone and there were plenty of houses,
hides and abandoned cars where we could take refuge. There were also plenty of
bushes and hillocks to hide behind, always being mindful of the water hazard.
Our mission was to gain control of the opposition’s flag and return it to our own
base. Despite full use of flares and smoke grenades both games ended in a draw.

The grand finale was to capture the flag and get it into the opposition’s base camp. As this was
the last set of games both teams threw their all into them – paintballs, flares, our weaponry knew
no bounds. Again Ben was our nominated flag runner and under a barrage of
cover he set off at a cracking pace. Ben captured the flag and it then became a
game of pass the parcel. The music stopped and Olivia was left holding – she ran
for all she was worth and made it to within 10 yards before she was
shot………..so close.

Ammo had now run very low for B & CD and the rematch began. We were always fighting a
losing battle, but we fought bravely, somehow resisting the urge to resort to hand to hand combat
(but that would have meant breaking the rules!) A few of us were left at the end, but with no
ammo left it was futile. The opposition used a shot man to claim victory – but the moral victory
was ours!!

The end was nigh – we had all had a brilliant day. Yes we were bruised, dirty and exhausted, but
our spirits were still high.

We now eagerly await the next B & CD outing…..most suggestions will be welcome, so watch
this space.

By Kate Clark and Carrie Procter.


